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Nick Lampone

From: Nick Lampone
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 8:02 AM
Subject: Morning CORE
Attachments: Core logo.png

No note tomorrow. CORE will be back in your inbox Monday morning.  
 
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are flat this morning. Stimulus talks continue, but seems likely 
nothing will pass pre-election.  The most important thing for equity investors is approval of some form of 
stimulus in the next two months. This will bridge the gap to a vaccine as we work our way back to a normal 
way of life. Although, from my observations in Hershey, PA last weekend, a ton of people are going about 
their business and living their lives. It was great to see the town crowded. Good luck watching the presidential 
debate tonight. Take good notes for me. Continuing jobless claims data is out at 8:30am. Estimate is for 
860k. AT&T is +2% pre-market after reporting results. Makes sense with stock selling off last week. S&P 
Futures vs. Fair Value: +1.74, 10-Yr Yield: 0.813%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin are open to stimulus 
agreement after election, but there continues to be strong opposition among Senate Republicans.-
WSJ 

 Russia and Iran obtained voter registration data to interfere in US election, but there is no indication 
any results were changed. Data the countries obtained was mostly public and was used to 
communicate false information to voters.-NYT (maybe citizens should use Facebook less) 

 Elliott Management will move his headquarters from NYC to West Palm Beach, FL.-Bberg (sounds like 
a homerun to me) 

 Senate Judiciary Committee will vote on Supreme Court nominee Amy Coney Barrett today. The full 
Senate vote is set for Monday.-Reuters 

 The US economy grew at a “slight to modest” pace in the early fall, the latest indication a recovery 
from the pandemic is slowing, according to the Fed’s Beige Book report, which found that the recovery 
was proceeding on separate tracks, with areas such as consumer spending remaining weak.-WSJ 
(hard to recover with all the restrictions still in place) 

 The CDC is exploring ways to shorten the current 14-day quarantine periods for schoolchildren who 
have been in contact with people infected with Covid-19 in an effort to speed their return to 
classrooms.-WSJ 

 Federal health officials changed the definition of a close contact of a Covid-19 case, saying it is now 
someone who was within 6 feet of an infected person for a total of 15 minutes or more over a 24-hour 
period.-WSJ 

 Health authorities, hospitals, and pharmaceutical companies are storing Covid-19 vaccines in secure, 
undisclosed locations and taking other steps to protect the shots against possible theft, a looming 
threat that industry officials say they are taking seriously, given past experience with high-profile 
drugs.-WSJ 

 Governor Andrew Cuomo of New York said the state would ease some lockdowns in New York City 
neighborhoods that had seen rising coronavirus cases, and that schools and businesses that had been 
shuttered could now reopen.-NYT (it’s about time) 
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 Joe Biden has a narrow lead over Trump in Iowa, a state the president carried by more than nine 
percentage points in 2016, and the high-stakes Senate race there appears even closer, according to a 
NYT/Siena College poll released Wednesday.-NYT 

 NFLX has reached “cruising altitude,” and its competitors are “barely visible below”.-FT Lex Column 
 As the US election draws closer, with polls pointing to a clear win for the Democrats in the presidency 

and potentially both houses of Congress, investors are taking a “do nothing” approach, despite the 
fact the outcome could rattle global markets.-FT 

 The U.S. Justice Department's nascent antitrust case against Google will get the attention it needs to 
succeed if Democrat Joe Biden wins the U.S. presidency next month, antitrust experts said.-Reuters 
(my kids laugh that I use DuckDuckGo) 
 

Interesting Reads/Charts: 
 The Guardian: Pics of Paris nightlife before and after lockdowns https://bit.ly/2FNpTSJ  
 HBR: What to do when your coworker brings up politics https://bit.ly/34k8kTP  
 TechCrunch: Adobe’s Project Sharp Shots uses AI to deblur your videos with one click 

https://tcrn.ch/35lsZ9f  
 Institutional Investors: Hedge funds get first quarterly inflows in over 2 years https://bit.ly/2FTXR8a  

 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
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US stimulus uncertainty is weighing on stocks again. 

 
  

 
Source: The Hill   Read full article    
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From a technical perspective, 3400 is an important level for the S&P 500. 

 
h/t Andrew Adams (Saut Strategy), Cormac Mullen (Bloomberg) 
 
Stocks have been selling off going into the close over the past few days. That’s a deviation from what 
we saw during much of the rally. 

 
Source: @bespokeinvest   Read full article    
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This year’s S&P 500 gains have been driven by the after-hours market. (This isn’t unusual.) 

 
Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs   
 
Here is the S&P 500 performance with the tech mega-caps excluded. 
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Source: Deutsche Bank Research 
 
Mortgage applications remain elevated for this time of the year. 
– House purchase loans: 

 
  
– Refi: 
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• The housing boom is increasingly driven by borrowers with stronger credits. 

 
Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics    
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Online searches across different sectors point to reduced activity. (We’re still waiting on any sort of 
stimulus package.) 

 
Source: Arbor Research & Trading   
 
Fed officials remain focused on employment and household spending. 

 
Source: Arbor Research & Trading    
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Crude oil prices are at the lower end of the recent trading range. 

 
  
Bitcoin briefly crossed $13k, … 
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… outperforming other major cryptos. 
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Surge in demand for canned vegetables and beans: 
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Source: @WSJ   Read full article   
 
Amazon employees: 

 
Source: @financialtimes   Read full article   
 
Carbon footprint of travel: (always cracks me up when Hollywood types lecture us on global warming 
buy fly around the world) 
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Source: @MaxCRoser, @_HannahRitchie   Read full article   
 
 
Presidential campaign advertising across local media markets: (my county is in the sweet spot. It is 
brutal.) 

 
Source: WEF   Read full article    

 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
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